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MEASURES TAKEN BY THE MINISTRY OF 
COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY (MCIT) TO SUPPORT THE STATE’S 
PLAN FOR CURBING THE SPREAD OF COVID-19



Introduction

In response to the COVID-19 outbreak, and the challenges that many Egyptians are facing, the

Ministry of Communications and Information Technology (MCIT) has taken the following

measures, in collaboration with its affiliates and the Internet Service Providers, to support the

State’s plan for curbing the spread of COVID-19.



Cooperation with Ministry of Health
o Providing the Ministry of Health with free hotlines

o Increasing the number of call center agents

o Introducing and managing telemedicine

o Granting a free airtime to all doctors, nurses and staff working in isolation hospitals

o Launching an initiative for supporting the health sector and isolation hospitals by providing it

with needed supplies



Promotion of Distance Learning, Freelancing and 
Remote Work 
o Providing all school and university students free access to all educational websites during the suspension
of education.

o Supporting formal and informal learning with web communication and e-content

o Increasing the download quota of home internet packages

o Launching of a number of initiatives and programs to promote distance learning, freelancing and remote
work e.g.
§ "Our Digital Opportunity"
§ “Freelancing and Remote Work Initiative”
§ “Youth Enablement for Freelancing”
§ “Future Work is Digital (FWD)”

o The first online training program on Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Aswan University



Promotion of Distance Learning, Freelancing and 
Remote Work 
o Providing all training programs, initiatives and activities of MCIT and its affiliates online
§ Organizing a number of 23 online workshops, titled "Digital Transformation for Government
Leaders”

§ Organizing a technical training session for the faculty members at Aswan University
§ Organizing “Startup Clinic - Hardware Startups: The Journey”
§ Participation of MCIT in the fifth webinar organized by the government of the Republic of
Korea on the Korean experience in tackling the Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) pandemic

§ Holding a panel discussion titled “eLearning in Egyptian Universities: Opportunities and
Challenges,” via Webex

§ Organizing the Financial Accounting Skills for Craftswomen training program, using distance
learning applications



Initiatives for Encouraging Citizens to Stay at Home 
for Longer Periods

o Providing all home internet subscribers with additional 20% of their internet quota

o Promoting the use of e-transactions by offering several incentives for customers

o Adoption of a number of measures to limit the use of mobile phone balance recharging

traditional methods



Community Service Efforts

o NTRA coordinated with the four mobile operators to participate

equally in providing staple food to 250,000 families



In-Office Measures
o Taking the necessary preventive measures for facing COVID-19 and providing a safe work

environment, with ensuring continuity of work Performing regular sterilization and disinfection

of all offices throughout the day.

o Observing a work from home policy

o Suspending the fingerprint staff attendance system

o Halting all physical meetings and holding virtual meetings

o Using infrared thermometers at MCIT premises, as well as its affiliates



Measures for Facilitating Service Delivery for Citizens

o Increasing the number of post offices operating for evening shifts

o Extending the payment period of landline phone bills without interruption of service

o Encouraging electronic and online payment of utilities



Measures for Helping Economically Affected Citizens
o Disbursing the irregular employment aid to those suffering the repercussions of COVID-19

o Developing a comprehensive plan to facilitate disbursing the irregular employment aid

o Coordinating with a number of ministries to dedicate around 600 schools and youth centers to

serve as additional disbursement outlets

o Granting an EasyPay card to each beneficiary

o Apportioning of beneficiaries among different post offices nationwide



Measures for Helping Persons with Disabilities
o Launching a service for answering the inquiries of the deaf and hearing impaired on COVID-19

through Wasel mobile application

o Launching an automated testing service of COVID-19 symptoms with a chatbot that uses the sign

language capitalizing on Artificial Intelligence (AI)

o Organizing a series of webinars, titled “Role of ICT in coping with COVID19 and its effect on

Persons with Disabilities (PwDs)”

o Organizing a series of webinars for African youth with the aim to shed light on how PwDs can cope

with the pandemic



Potential for Cooperation 
Between Egypt, Serbia and 
the Balkans





Fast Paced Economy



Clear Vision - Egypt’s ICT 2030 Strategy
•The dimensions of the sustainable development strategy comprise
three dimensions including
• the economic dimension which highlights economic development,
transparency and efficiency of governmental institutions, energy and
knowledge.
• The social dimension highlights education and training, health,
culture and social justice;
•while the environmental dimension focuses on environment and
urban development.

•.



Clear Vision - Egypt’s ICT 2030 Strategy
•ICT 2030 strategy contributes to achieving the objectives of Egypt’s
Vision 2030, through building Digital Egypt.
•These objectives entail:
• developing the ICT infrastructure;
• fostering digital inclusion;
• achieving the transition to a knowledge-based economy;
• building capacities
• and
• encouraging innovation;
• fighting corruption;
• ensuring cybersecurity;
and
• promoting Egypt's position at the regional and international levels.



Clear Vision - Egypt’s ICT 2030 Strategy
•Digital Egypt is an all-encompassing vision and plan, which lays the
foundations for the transformation of Egypt into a digital society.
•"Digital Egypt" strategy is built on three main planks, including:
• Digital Transformation
•Digital Skills and Jobs
and
• Digital Innovation.
• These three pillars are standing on two extremely important bases:
• Digital Infrastructure
and
• Legislative Framework.



Conducive Business Environment



Increased Global Confidence























Current Cooperation 
Between between Egypt 
and Serbia in the ICT field



Please contact us in case you need any further information, or to explore 
partnerships between Egypt and Serbia in the ICT field.

@EgyptinSerbia on social media outlets

and

@EgyptCITMinister
@MCIT_News
@MCITEgypt
http://mcit.gov.eg/

http://mcit.gov.eg/

